Energy minima on the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited states have been characterized for three photoactive molecules that undergo excited-state intramolecular proton transfer: 3-hydroxychromone, N-salicylideneaniline, and 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole. Both the CC2 method and the TDDFT methodology with different exchange-correlation (XC) functionals differing by the amount of Hartree−Fock (HF) exchange have been employed. Besides the analysis of the structures along the reaction paths, this study has compared the TDDFT and CC2 results to provide guidelines for selecting the best XC functionals. Several geometrical parameters as well as the excitation energies are found to vary monotonically with the amount of HF exchange. Systematically, this study has addressed the ground-state geometries, those of the excited states, and their variations upon excitation, showing that the M06 XC functional provides the closest agreement with the CC2 results. Still, large differences of geometries have been observed between the different levels of approximation, mostly for the excited states: (i) Not all methods locate the same number of minima, (ii) the bond length variations upon excitation might be reversed, and (iii) the H-bond network can be modified from one level to another, changing the keto/enol character. Moreover, TDDFT/M06 and B3LYP-35 vertical excitation energies are in good agreement with the CC2 values. All in all, these results call for being cautious when using these optimized geometries for predicting the spectroscopic signatures of these compounds to understand the processes that take place during photoexcitation.
Investigation of the Electronic Excited-State Equilibrium Geometries of Three Molecules Undergoing ESIPT: A RI-CC2 and TDDFT Study
Orian Louant, Benoît Champagne, and Vincent Lieǵeois* ■ INTRODUCTION Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopies such as time-resolved infrared (TRIR) 1 and femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) 2 are becoming more and more widespread techniques to investigate processes taking place in electronic excited states. Among the different phenomena currently under study, we can cite excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) (e.g., phototautomerization), 3−7 intermolecular charge transfer (ICT), 8 as well as cis−trans photoisomerization. 9 It is therefore of crucial importance to understand these processes (which involve one or more excited states) because they are involved in biochemical phenomena as well as in optoelectronic materials. Nevertheless, while these spectroscopic techniques are able to monitor the evolution of the vibrational signatures during photochemical reactions, computational methods are required to interpret the signatures in terms of atomic displacements or structural reorganizations as well as in terms of the nature of the excited states. 5, 10 Before investigating the vibrational signatures of molecules in the excited state, an important and preliminary step consists of scanning the potential energy surface of the excited state and of characterizing their minima. While such minimization procedure is quite straightforward and reliable for ground-state structures with the use of density functional theory (DFT) combined with hybrid exchange-correlation (XC) functional, 11 little is known about the reliability of time-dependent density functional theory 12 (TDDFT) and about the performance of XC functionals for describing excited-state geometries. So, even for the calculation of electronic excitation energies, for which this method is commonly used, huge variations can be found between different exchange-correlation functionals, especially for charge-transfer excitations. 13−19 Therefore, the use of wave function theory and more specifically of high-level coupledcluster methods 20 is of great interest because they form a hierarchy of approximations. Among them, the CC2 method, 21 which is an approximation of CCSD, can be used to calculate molecular properties in the excited state for relatively quite large systems (more than 60 atoms), as illustrated by ref 22 , where excitation energies have been calculated and compared with TDDFT as well as refs 23 and 24, where the excited-state polarizabilities and the excited-state dipole and quadrupole moments have been evaluated, respectively. This is made possible thanks to the use of the RI approximation. 25 Because analytical energy gradients have been implemented at the CC2 level for excited states, one can efficiently optimize the geometry of molecules in their excited states and use these geometries as references.
This work is focusing on the description of the geometrical structures for minima on the excited-state potential energy surface. For that, three photoactive molecules have been chosen owing to their rather small size and the availability of experimental data: N-salicylideneaniline (SaOH), 26, 27 2-(2′hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT), 10, 28, 29 and 3-hydroxychromone (3-HC) 30 (Figures 1−3) . All of them display ESIPT phenomenon when excited at specific wavelength. First, the CC2-optimized geometries of their main excited states are described. Then, these energy minima on the potential energy surface are optimized using TDDFT with a selection of exchange-correlation functionals, differing by their percentages of Hartree−Fock exchange, and these results are compared with the CC2 reference data. The choice of the XC functionals with various percentages of HF exchange originates from the well-known impact of the HF exchange on the chargetransfer excitation energies [13] [14] [15] [16] 19 and oscillator strengths. 31, 32 From such TDDFT versus CC2 comparisons, general rules are deduced for the choice of XC functionals. The paper is organized as follows. The second section describes the computational details. The third section presents and discusses the results. Finally, the fourth section draws conclusions and outlooks.
■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometry optimizations (ground and excited states) and calculations of vertical excitation energies at the RI-CC2 level were carried out using Turbomole 6.0. 33 The Gaussian 09 34 program was used for the (TD)DFT calculations with four global hybrid exchange-correlation functionals, B3LYP, 35 B3LYP-35 (35% HF exchange), M06, and M06-2X, 36 as well as two long-range-corrected hybrid functionals, LC-BLYP 37 and CAM-B3LYP. 38 These XC functionals present different percentages of Hartree−Fock exchange: 20% for B3LYP, 27% for M06, 35% for B3LYP-35, and 54% for M06-2X, while CAM-B3LYP and LC-BLYP have 65 and 100% Hartree−Fock exchange at long-range, respectively. For all calculations, a triple-ζ basis set was used, def2-TZVPP. 39 For the RI-CC2 calculations, the def2-TZVPP auxiliary basis set was also used. 40 We have checked that the norm of the t2 amplitudes is <10% in all of the RI-CC2 calculations. Owing to prohibitive computational resources, no vibrational frequency calculations were performed to check the optimized geometries.
To analyze the differences of geometries, besides individual bond lengths and angles, two measures have been employed. First, the root-mean square deviation (RMSD), which, for a pair of geometries A and B (typically obtained at two levels of approximation), is defined as
where R ix , R iy , and R iz are the Cartesian coordinates of the ith atom along x, y, and z axes. The summation runs over all of the N atoms for RMSD tot but only over those of the path H−O− C 1 −C 6 −C 7 −N for RMSD 6 (used for N-salicylideneaniline and 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole compounds (Figures 2 and  3) ). Before performing the RMSD calculations, the two structures are brought to coincide with each other by minimizing the least-squares error: 41, 42 
where is a 3 × 3 unitary rotation matrix and T is a translation vector that brings structure A to coincide with structure B. One should note that the RMSD value describes the difference between two molecular structures and is therefore not only sensitive to bond-length differences but also to differences in angles and dihedral angles.
Second, the bond length alternation (BLA) is used to describe the electron delocalization over the bonds in the "phenol" ring. According to the atom numbering of the structures (Figures 2 and 3 ), BLA is defined as 
where d ij is the distance between atoms C i and C j . This definition assumes that BLA is positive if C 1 −C 2 has a single- bond character, C 2 −C 3 is double-bond-like, and so on, and BLA is therefore negative in the opposite case. Moreover, a BLA value close to zero indicates a complete delocalization of the π electrons and therefore a very aromatic system, whereas the other situations account for quinoid character.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 3-Hydroxychromone. The 3-hydroxychromone molecule is sketched in Figure 1 . For different definitions and levels of approximation, the S 0 → S 1 excitation energies (mostly HOMO−LUMO, π → π* transitions, Figure 4 ) are given in Table 1 . As expected, the TDDFT vertical excitation energies increase as a function of the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange with 3.99 and 2.21 eV for B3LYP, 4.10 and 2.38 eV for M06, 4.37 and 2.51 eV for B3LYP-35, and 4.29 (which is the exception) and 2.73 eV for M06-2X. At the ground-state equilibrium geometry, the RI-CC2 value (4.17 eV) is between the M06 and B3LYP-35 ones, while for the excited-state equilibrium geometry it is the smallest value (1.54 eV). The TDDFT adiabatic excitation energies follow the same trend as the vertical excitation energies and increase as a function of the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange. The RI-CC2 adiabatic excitation energy (2.79 eV) is the smallest value. CAM-B3LYP and LC-BLYP excitation energies are among the largest ones. Our values are in close agreement with the recent investigation of the photodynamics of 3-hydroxychromone performed by Perveaux and coworkers. 43 Indeed, their vertical excitation energies calculated at S 0 and S 1 geometries using PBE0/cc-pVTZ level of theory amount to 4.11 and 2.31 eV, respectively, and compare quite well with our M06/def2-TZVPP values (4.10 and 2.38 eV). They have also evaluated the CC2 vertical excitation energy at the PBE0/cc-pVTZ ground-state geometry, which amounts to 4.20 eV. This is in agreement with our RI-CC2 value of 4.17 eV calculated at the RI-CC2/def2-TZVPP ground-state geometry. For the ground state, the optimized equilibrium geometries ( Table 2 ) are similar to all methods, as described by small RMSD values ranging from 0.017 to 0.026 Å. The major differences are found for the positions of the O 1 atom and O 2 − H group. Indeed, the C 3 −O 1 bond length is systematically smaller with DFT (with values close to 1.22 Å) than using RI-CC2 (1.25 Å). For the O−H groups, the O 2 −H distance is larger at the RI-CC2 level than using DFT, while the opposite is observed for the O 1 −H bond. This indicates that in the ground state the intramolecular hydrogen bond is slightly stronger at the RI-CC2 level of theory than using DFT methods. One also observes a large variation of the C 4 −C 5 bond length as a function of the XC functional with values ranging from 1.33 Å for LC-BLYP to 1.35 Å for B3LYP. The CC2 value attains 1.36 Å and is therefore the largest value.
The changes of geometry upon excitation are represented in Figure 5 , whereas the main excited-state geometrical parameters are also listed in Table 2 . The agreement between the excitedstate optimized geometries at RI-CC2 and TDDFT levels is slightly poorer than for the ground state, with larger RMSD values ranging from 0.020 to 0.040 Å. Like for the ground state, the C−O distances are systematically larger with RI-CC2 than TDDFT. For instance, the C 5 −O 3 , O 3 −C 1 , and C 3 −O 1 bond lengths attain 1.38, 1.39, and 1.35 Å at RI-CC2, while they fluctuate around 1.36, 1.37, and 1.33 Å for the various XC functionals, respectively. On the contrary, the differences are much larger for C 4 −O 2 , for which RI-CC2 predicts a bond length of 1.40 Å while all XC functionals give a much smaller value, between 1.26 and 1.33 Å. Like in the ground state, the Figure 1 for atom numbering. RMSD values are evaluated with respect to RI-CC2 results. Then, contrary to what was observed for the ground state, the C 4 −C 5 bond length is smaller at the RI-CC2 level (1.36 Å) than using TDDFT where the value ranges from 1.37 to 1.39 Å.
Besides the O 1 −H/O 2 −H interchange characteristic of ESIPT, several bond length modifications are observed upon excitation ( Figure 5 ) and can be quite different between RI-CC2 and the TDDFT methods. Among the C−C bonds, the most drastic difference is observed for the C 4 −C 5 bond length, which increases by at least 0.02 Å upon excitation for all DFT/ TDDFT results, while at RI-CC2 level, it only slightly increases (by 0.004 Å). In addition, the amplitude of the bond length increase is larger with the amount of HF exchange. The four C−O bond lengths increase upon excitation at the RI-CC2 level, while the C 4 −O 2 bond length decreases at the DFT/ TDDFT level and becomes more keto-like. The amplitudes of the C 5 −O 3 bond elongation and of the C 4 −O 2 bond shortening depend on the amount of HF exchange.
N-Salicylideneaniline. The photodynamics of N-salicylideneaniline has been studied experimentally, 26, 27 and the different processes are illustrated in Figure 2 . From the enol* excited state (S 1 e ), the molecule undergoes an ESIPT, followed by a cis−trans isomerization to get the trans-keto product (S 0 trk ), which can relax along the ground-state potential energy surface (PES) to give the cis-keto conformer (S 0 k ) and finally the cisenol conformer (S 0 e ). An additional radiative pathway from the cis-keto conformer in the excited state (S 1 k ) to the cis-keto conformer in the ground state (S 0 k ) exists. The difference of energy between the ground-state cis-enol and cis-keto, trans-keto conformers as well as the vertical excitation energies and adiabatic excitation energies at different levels of approximation are reported in Table 3 . First, the differences of energy between the cis-keto and cis-enol conformations in the ground state are similar between RI-CC2 (22.9 kJ/mol) and the DFT values with the various XC functionals except for M06-2X, which predicts a much larger value at 32.7 kJ/mol. For the difference of energy between the trans-keto and cis-enol conformers, B3LYP, M06, and B3LYP-35 give roughly the same value (62.3 kJ/mol), while RI-CC2 is higher with 78.2 kJ/mol. M06-2X still has the largest value (73.2 kJ/mol) among the different XC functionals. Then, the TDDFT vertical excitation energies at the cis-enol ground-state equilibrium geometry (mostly HOMO−LUMO, π → π* transitions, Figure 4 ) increase with the percentage of Hartree−Fock exchange from 3.67 eV for B3LYP, 3.76 eV for M06, 4.01 eV for B3LYP-35, and 4.14 eV for M06-2X, while the RI-CC2 value (3.85 eV) is between the M06 (3.76 eV) and the B3LYP-35 (4.01 eV) ones, similar to our observations for 3-hydroxychromone. Once the cis-enol conformer (S 0 e ) is excited, it directly undergoes the ESIPT, meaning that no equilibrium geometry was found for the S 1 e state. TDDFT with our selection of XC functionals has been able to locate a minimum in the excited state for the cis-keto conformers (S 1 k ). On the contrary, RI-CC2 never converges to a minimum in the excited state and directly leads to the trans-keto product (S 0 trk ). Indeed, after the photoexcitation and the ESIPT, we were unable to obtain a keto form at the excited state due to root flipping. When exciting from the cis-keto (S 0 k ) form on the ground-state PES, we were too close to the conical intersection between S 0 and S 1 for RI-CC2 to optimize. Both the TDDFT vertical excitation energies at the cis-keto excited-state (S 1 k ) equilibrium geometry and the TDDFT adiabatic excitation energies increase with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange.
During the photodynamic (Figure 2 ), three ground-state minima are encountered, the cis-enol form (S 0 e ), cis-keto form (S 0 k ), and the trans-keto form (S 0 trk ), for which representative bond lengths and angles are provided in Table 4 . For the ground-state cis-enol form (S 0 e ), we can conclude that the different methods give similar geometries because the RMSD values are small (ranging from 0.024 to 0.065 Å). However, these RMSD values are slightly larger than those of 3hydroxychromone. This can be related to the nonplanarity of N-salicylideneaniline compounds with a C 7 −N−C 8 −C 9 torsion angle around 140°. Indeed, the largest RMSD value is observed for B3LYP, whose torsion angle (145°) deviates the most from the reference RI-CC2 value (141°). In addition, the H−O− C 1 −C 6 −C 7 −N fragment (which is mostly planar) gives smaller RMSD than RMSD tot values. Apart from the torsion angle, the major differences are found for the O−H and N−H as well as C 7 −N bond lengths. RI-CC2 gives the longest O−H bond (1.00 Å) and C 7 −N bond (1.30 Å) and the shortest N−H hydrogen bond (1.67 Å), indicating that the hydrogen bond is stronger with this method than with the different XC functionals. The bond-length alternations (BLAs) are all nearly identical and very close to zero, indicating that the phenol ring is aromatic with the π-electrons completely delocalized in the ring.
For the ground-state cis-keto form (S 0 k ), the RMSD values are larger, indicating a greater difference in the geometries obtained with the various methods. One of the reasons is again the large differences in the C 7 −N−C 8 −C 9 torsion angle. In addition, the O−H, N−H as well as the C 1 −O bond lengths vary a lot between the different methods. The O−H bond length, for instance, is the shortest with RI-CC2 (1.46 Å), while its value range from 1.65 to 1.74 Å with the different XC functionals. The O−H−N angle is also affected by the method with a value for RI-CC2 that is 10°higher than the average DFT one (150 vs 140°). There is a direct correlation between the formation of Overall, the hydrogen bond N−H···O is stronger at the RI-CC2 method than at the DFT level, while the ketone bond is stronger at the DFT level.
For the trans-keto ground state (S 0 trk ), the different geometries are all very similar except for those obtained with M06-2X and LC-BLYP XC functionals. This is in correlation with the variations in the C 7 −N−C 8 −C 9 dihedral angle. The similarity between the structures can be explained by the absence of hydrogen bond, which was responsible for most of the differences between the structures for the cis-keto form. The BLA values for each method are larger than the corresponding values for the S 0 k form (0.033 Å compared with 0.019 Å for RI-CC2). This is a consequence of the loss of the hydrogen bond in the trans-keto form, leading to a reduction of the aromaticity of the neighboring benzene ring. Then, the BLA values increase with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange.
As previously said, the RI-CC2 method is not able to locate any minimum on the first excited-state PES. Then, using TDDFT, only the cis-keto form was found at the first excited state (S 1 k ). The changes of geometry upon excitation are represented in Figure 6 , whereas the main excited-state geometrical parameters are also listed in Table 5 . The RMSD (Table 5 ) are all negative and of the same amplitude as those for the ground-state cis-keto form (S 0 k ). Indeed, while for the excited state C 2 −C 3 and C 4 −C 5 are more single-like and C 3 −C 4 and C 4 −C 6 are double-like bonds, it is the opposite for the ground-state cis-keto form. For most of the geometrical changes upon excitation reported in Figure 6 , the largest differences are obtained with LC-BLYP. Then, M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP values are often quite similar, while the amplitudes of the B3LYP, M06, and B3LYP-35 geometrical changes increase, following the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange. In addition, C 6 −C 7 bond-length differences (as well as C 3 −C 4 ones) are strongly affected by the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange. For instance, B3LYP gives an increase in the bond length upon excitation, while M06 predicts no change and the other XC functionals predict a decrease in the distance.
2-(2′-Hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole. The photodynamics of 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT) has been characterized in previous works, both experimentally and theoretically, 28,29 and is illustrated in Figure 3 . After photoexcitation, the cis-enol* undergoes an ESIPT, followed by a rotation around the C−C bond. The twisted-keto* returns to the ground state through a conical intersection (CI). HBT then splits into two populations, cis-keto and trans-keto. While the first one immediately isomerizes to the cis-enol form, closing the proton transfer cycle, the latter requires ∼100 ps to do so.
While experimentally four conformers are potentially observed on the ground-state PES (cis-enol, trans-keto, cisketo and twisted-keto forms (Figure 3) ), some of these (hypothetical) minima cannot be located by our quantumchemistry methods. All methods were able to locate the cis-enol form (S 0 e ), where the hydrogen is bonded to the oxygen atom as well as the trans-keto conformer (S 0 trk ), but we were unable to locate the equilibrium geometry associated with the cis-keto conformer (S 0 k ) because, experimentally, it isomerizes directly. Geometry optimization of HBT in the excited-state results in the localization of, at most, three minima, cis-enol* (S 1 e ), cisketo* (S 1 k ), and twisted-keto* (S 1 twk ), depending on the level of theory as well as on the XC functional. All TDDFT functionals locate a energy minimum close to the Franck−Condon region, which corresponds to the cis-enol (S 1 e ). This minimum is not found at the RI-CC2 level, for which only the cis-keto minimum is found (S 1 k ). The S 1 k minimum is also located for all of the considered XC functionals. The rotation of hydroxyphenyl group with respect to the benzothiazole conducts to a CI with the ground state at the RI-CC2 level as well as for the B3LYP and LC-BLYP XC functionals. For the other functionals, a twisted-keto minimum has been located (S 1 twk ). Therefore, The energy differences between the trans-keto and cis-enol ground-state equilibrium structures are reported in Table 6 together with the vertical excitation energies of the first dipoleallowed transition (mostly HOMO−LUMO, π → π* transitions, Figure 4 ). For the first set of values, RI-CC2 one 11, 3 .58, and 2.87 eV) and LC-BLYP (4.46, 3.75, and 3.12 eV) present higher excitation energy values than most of the other functionals. The RI-CC2 vertical excitation energy at the cis-enol equilibrium geometry (3.87 eV) is between the M06 and B3LYP-35 values, as already found for the two previous molecules. For the adiabatic energies, they also increase with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange when going from B3LYP to M06-2X, while the LC-BLYP values are the largest ones.
Some representative geometrical parameters of the cis-enol (S 0 e ) and trans-keto (S 0 trk ) conformers are given in Table 7 . From the root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs), it appears that the changes are rather small and slightly larger for the trans-keto form (maximum 0.028 Å for S 0 e and maximum 0.067 Å for S 0 trk ). For the cis-enol form, the major discrepancies are found for the C 1 −O, C 7 −N, O−H, and N−H bond lengths. Indeed, the first three bonds are longer at the RI-CC2 level (1.34, 1.00, 1.32 Å), while the N−H bond (1.70 Å) is smaller compared with those obtained at the DFT level. This indicates once more that the hydrogen bond is stronger at the RI-CC2 level of theory. For the trans-keto form, the most drastic change of bond length is observed for the double-bond C 1 −O, which is maximum for the RI-CC2 method (1.28 Å) and slightly decreases with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange in the XC functionals (from 1.25 Å for B3LYP to 1.24 Å for M06-2X), together with an increase in the S−O distance from 2.34 Å for RI-CC2 to 2.48 Å for B3LYP and 2.53 Å for B3LYP-35. The BLAs for the cis-enol ground state are close to 0.007 Å (compared to 0.000 Å for benzene), while its values for the trans-keto ground state range from 0.020 to 0.055 Å, which indicates a reduction of the aromaticity with the loss of the hydrogen bond, as already shown for the N-salicylideneaniline molecule.
The geometrical changes upon the S 0 e → S 1 e transition are represented in Figure 7a , while selected excited-state bond lengths, valence angles, and dihedral angles are tabulated in Table 8 . We were not able to locate the S 1 e minimum at the RI-CC2 level of theory because this method directly follows the ESIPT reaction to form the S 1 k product. Therefore, the RMSD values measure the difference of geometry with respect to the B3LYP one. With respect to the S 0 e , the S 1 e minimum presents (Figure 7a minimum is an intermediate between the enol and keto compounds. The RMSD values between the different XC functionals further evidence that while the deviations are still rather small, they are larger than in the ground state and are mainly due to differences in the O−H and N−H bond lengths. B3LYP is the functional that presents the most significant increase in the O−H distance and an equally important decrease in N−H. The same is true for the C 1 −C 2 , C 2 −C 3 , and C 4 −C 5 bonds. In addition, B3LYP presents reduced C 3 −C 4 and C 5 −C 6 bond lengths with respect to the ground state, while for the other functionals an increase is observed (except for C 5 −C 6 with M06, presenting a small reduction). As a consequence of the reduction of the C 3 −C 4 and C 5 −C 6 bond lengths and of the increase in the C 2 −C 3 and C 4 −C 5 bonds observed for B3LYP and to a smaller extent for M06 XC functionals, their BLA values are large and negative contrary to the other XC functionals, where the values are also negative but small, comparable to those observed for the S 0 e form. Both C 6 −C 1 and C 6 −C 7 bond lengths, which are part of the six-membered ring from the OH group to the N atom, present the more pronounced changes among the C−C bonds upon excitation: C 6 −C 1 distances increase, while the C 6 −C 7 distances decrease. As shown by the variations of several bond lengths, the S 1 e structure is in between the S 0 e and S 1 k ones. The bond length changes going from the S 0 e to the S 1 k minimum are presented in Figure 7b . Because the S 1 e minimum is not located at the RI-CC2 level, the differences are reported with respect to the ground-state cis-enol S 0 e . This S 1 k minimum is characterized by the transfer of the proton to the nitrogen, and so important reduction of the N−H distance and increase in the O−H one are observed. The biggest repercussion of the proton transfer is observed along the O−C 1 −C 6 −C 7 −N−H path: The C 1 −O and C 6 −C 7 bond lengths decrease, while the C 6 −C 1 and C 7 −N distances increase. The amplitude of these modifications is progressive when going from RI-CC2, B3LYP, M06, and B3LYP-35 until M06-2X. This is further evidenced by the increasing value of the RMSD 6 . For M06-2X, the C 5 −C 6 − C 7 −N is different from the 180.0°value found for all of the other XC functionals, which explained the larger global RSMD tot value of 0.255 Å. These modifications indicate that the larger the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange the more keto-like is the structure with, for instance, a C 1 −O bond The RI-CC2 geometry is therefore the most "enol-like" keto conformer with, for instance, a C 6 −C 7 bond length that increases, while for all of the XC functionals (except B3LYP) the distance decreases. The benzene ring of the hydroxyphenyl part is also affected by the proton transfer. The different changes go in the same direction for all methods, except for the C 1 −C 2 bond, for which RI-CC2 predicts a very small decrease, while all of the XC functionals indicate an increase in accordance with the Lewis structure of the keto form. Nevertheless, the alternation of single and double bonds in the benzene ring of the hydroxyphenyl moiety is not yet characteristic of a "pure" keto form, as already seen for the S 1 k form of N-salicylideneaniline molecule (the BLA values for the S 1 k forms of N-salicylideneaniline and 2-(2′hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole molecules are all negatives). Indeed, the BLA values of the S 1 k state are all negative and range from −0.028 to −0.065 Å, with the latter value found for RI-CC2. Negative BLA values indicate that the alternation is reversed with respect to the one in the keto product (S 0 k ), as illustrated in the Lewis structure for the S 1 k state in Figure 3 . At last, at the RI-CC2 level, the hydrogen-bonding character is stronger, as demonstrated by the N−H and O−H distances that are the longest and the shortest, respectively, compared with what is obtained at the TDDFT level of theory.
At last, the twisted-keto S 1 twk conformer is only found using four XC functionals, probably due to the proximity of the conical intersection: M06, B3LYP-35, M06-2X, and CAM-B3LYP. With respect to the S 1 k equilibrium geometry, the twisted-keto S 1 twk form presents a rotation of the hydroxyphenyl group around the C 6 −C 7 bond. The amplitude of this rotation varies with the XC functional: M06 and B3LYP-35 present a dihedral angle of ∼100°between both C 5 −C 6 −C 7 −N and C 5 − C 6 −C 7 −S path, while these angles are closer to 70°for M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP and present a difference of 6°between the two paths, which indicates a small pyramidalization of the thiazole ring. With the rotation, the H-bonded character is reduced, leading to a reduction of the C 1 −O bond length as well as a reduction of the N−H distance.
■ FURTHER DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
To understand the processes that take place during photoexcitation, it is of crucial importance to characterize the structures and energies of the involved electronic excited states using appropriate quantum-chemistry methods. This work presents a first step toward this goal by investigating the energy minima on the potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited states of three photoactive molecules that undergo intramolecular proton transfer in the excited state: 3hydroxychromone (3-HC), N-salicylideneaniline (SaOH), and 2-(2′-hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (HBT). We have used the RI-CC2 method as well as the TDDFT methodology together with different exchange-correlation (XC) functionals containing various percentages of Hartree−Fock exchange. This choice of the XC functionals originates from the well-known impact of the HF exchange on the charge-transfer excitation energies [13] [14] [15] [16] 19 and oscillator strengths. 31, 32 Besides the comparative analysis of the structures along the reaction paths, this study has compared the TDDFT and CC2 results to provide guidelines for selecting the "best" XC functionals.
First, from the TDDFT vertical excitation energies, one observes that the M06 and B3LYP-35 values (Table 9 ) are in good agreement with those obtained at the RI-CC2 level of theory. Moreover, in agreement with previous investigations, the TDDFT vertical excitation energies increase with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange. Then, this study has systematically addressed the ground-state geometries, those of the excited states, and their variations upon excitation. In general, for the ground state, the different methods provide similar geometries, as highlighted by small RMSD values. The major discrepancies are related to the hydrogen bonds, which are systematically stronger (shorter) at the RI-CC2 level than with the TDDFT methods. In addition, for the S 0 k form of the N-salicylideneaniline molecule, we have observed larger RMSD values, which are explained by large differences in the C 7 −N− C 8 −C 9 torsion angle.
The situation is different for the excited states. First, not all methods/XC functionals locate the same number of minima. For instance, for HBT molecule, the S 1 twk minimum that is close to a conical intersection is only found at the TDDFT level with the M06, B3LYP-35, M06-2X, and CAM-B3LYP XC functionals. Second, the geometrical parameters for the excited state obtained at the TDDFT level are more different from those obtained with the RI-CC2 method than what was observed for ground states. For instance, for HBT molecule, the changes of C 1 −C 2 and C 6 −C 7 bond lengths upon S 0 e → S 1 k electronic excitation are reversed for RI-CC2 in comparison with the TDDFT ones. This has repercussions on the bond length alternation (BLA) of the "phenol" ring (the smaller the BLA, the more aromatic the phenol ring) and in the hydrogenbonding network. In particular, when analyzing the BLA values for SaOH and HBT molecules, we have observed that (1) for both S 0 e forms, the BLA values are very close to zero, indicating a good π-electron delocalization in the ring, and (2) for the S 0 k form and the two S 0 trk minima, the BLA values are positive while The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.7b10881 J. Phys. Chem. A XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX K they are negative for the S 1 k forms, indicating a reversed alternation of single and double bonds. In addition, several geometrical parameters vary monotonically with the amount of Hartree−Fock exchange (O−H, N−H, and C 1 −C 2 bond lengths for HBT molecule, for instance). This is also observed when analyzing the changes of the geometrical parameters upon excitation.
In conclusion, for the three systems investigated here, the M06 XC functional seems to best reproduce the RI-CC2 reference results. Still, RI-CC2 presents for the excited keto geometry a more "enol-like" structure, while TDDFT/M06 gives a more "keto-like" geometry. Following these conclusions, we can expect even larger effects of the methods on the spectroscopic signatures. 
